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1. PERFORMANCE IN 3rd QUARTER 2022 AND FIRST 9 MONTHS OF 2022   

 

The rapid changes in the macroeconomic and geopolitical situation in Europe triggered by Russia's invasion 

of Ukraine led to increased global uncertainty and insecurity over the first nine months of 2022. Energy, 

logistics and commodities costs, which were already at all-time high levels at the beginning of 2022, given 

the cost inflation verified since the second half of 2021, substantially increased. 

 

In the third quarter, the energy crisis grew more acute. Interruptions to the supply of Russian gas to 

Europe, together with the warm, dry summer, led to a sharp rise in natural gas prices in Europe, taking 

the relevant benchmark index to all-time highs in August. At the same time, intervention by the Central 

Banks confirmed their intention to keep interest rates on an upwards course as to contain high levels of 

inflation, rocking confidence across the economy. 

 

In this context, Navigator, as an integrated Forestry, Pulp, Paper, Tissue, Packaging and Energy producer, 

was able to exploit the flexibility of its business model, supported by the rapid response and expertise of 

all Navigator teams, who successfully anticipated the sharp rise in costs. In particular, implemented 

measures to ensure the reduction of fixed and variable costs, stepped up programmes to manage energy 

and boost the efficiency of its operations. This took the form of a significant reduction in specific 

consumption in several industrial areas: in Pulp production, with a reduction in specific consumption of 

natural gas, in paper production, with a reduction in specific consumption of fibre, and in Tissue 

production, with a reduction in specific consumption of electricity. Thanks to a responsible policy of price 

adjustment and an effective differentiation strategy, based on boosting sales of premium products and its 

own prestigious and internationally respected brands, the Company succeeded in decisively offsetting the 

verified increase in its costs.  

 

These differentiation factors enabled Navigator to record strong performance in this environment of 

intense turbulence on the markets. 

 

Analysis: 3rd Quarter 2022 vs. 2nd Quarter 2022 and vs. 3rd Quarter 2021  
 

• The dynamics of the paper market over the third quarter were again impacted by the continued war 

in Europe and the consequent growth of uncertainty and fears of disruption in the various supply 

chains upstream and downstream of our business;  

• The 3rd quarter again saw growth in pulp prices, with the benchmark index rising 20% in USD and 

41% in Euros in relation to average prices in the 3rd quarter of 2021, and up 9% in USD and 16% in 

Euros in relation to the 2nd quarter of 2022; 

• Leveraged by the pulp price index, the higher costs across the board for energy, logistics and 

commodities, and also a continuing mismatch between supply and demand, the index for paper prices 

in Europe rose sharply in the 3rd quarter of 2022, in comparison with both the average price in the 3rd 

quarter of 2021 (up +52%), and also in the previous quarter (up +7%); 

• The volume of paper sales was close to 400 thousand tons, down by close to 2% in relation to the 

second quarter and up by 5% on the same period in the previous year; 

• The volume of pulp sales totalled 53 thousand tons, down by 26% on the 2nd quarter, and by 3% vs 

3rd quarter of 2021, essentially because of the need to replenish pulp stocks to minimum service levels 

and also increased incorporation of pulp into paper, above all in the previous quarter; 

• The volume of Tissue sales stood at approximately 27 thousand tons, up by close to 8% in relation to 

the preceding quarter, benefiting from an upturn in tourism and the seasonal effect of strong summer 

sales, and up by 3% on the same quarter in 2021; 
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• EBITDA stood at € 207.4 million (down 7% on the 2nd quarter and up 117% on the 3rd quarter of 

2021) and the EBITDA/sales margin at 30.5% (down 3.8 p.p. on the 2nd quarter and up 6.9 p.p. on 

the 3rd quarter of 2021);  

• Free Cash Flow for the quarter was € 148.2 million (compared to € 97.3 million in the previous 

quarter and € 61.2 million in the 3rd quarter of 2021);  

• Net income totalled € 108.6 million, as compared to € 111.3 million in the previous quarter and € 

49.8 million in the same quarter last year; 

• Also in this quarter, Navigator recently received the approval from the Science Based Targets 

Initiative (SBTi) of its targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

 

Analysis of first 9 months 2022 vs. first 9 months 2021 

• Turnover totalled € 1,822.5 million, up 62.8% on the same quarter in 2021, on the strength of 

favourable price increases;  

• It should be noted that 95% of the sales volume in tons of UWF was on foreign markets; nonetheless, 

sales on the home market were up by around 8%, in response to the paper shortage experienced in 

the country, although price rises were more contained; 

• The Company achieved EBITDA of € 551.9 million, as compared to € 246.0 million in the same period 

in the previous year, and a margin over sales of 30.3% (up 8.3 p.p. on the same period in 2021), 

benefiting from improved efficiency and favourable evolution of sales prices on international markets; 

• Net income in the period totalled € 270.5 million, as compared with € 114.2 million recorded in the 

same period in 2021; 

• Net debt has fallen significantly in relation to year-end 2021, despite the payment of € 100 million in 

dividends during the first half, improving the Net Debt / EBITDA ratio to 0.56 x. 

 

2. LEADING INDICATORS 

 

 9M 9M

Million euros 2022 2021

Total Sales 1,822.5 1,119.7 62.8%

EBITDA 
(1) 551.9 246.0 124.4%

Operating Profits (EBIT) 437.9 156.8 179.3%

Financial Results -60.1 -12.7 -371.9%

Net Earnings 270.5 114.2 136.7%

Cash Flow 384.5 203.5  181.0

Free Cash Flow 
(2) 322.4 182.7  139.7

Capex 64.6 51.8  12.8

Net Debt 
(3)  372.5  596.9 - 224.4

EBITDA/Sales 30.3% 22.0% 8.3 pp

ROS 14.8% 10.2% 4.6 pp

ROCE 
(4) 35.8% 12.5% 23.3 pp

ROE
 (5) 31.4% 14.8% 16.6 pp

Equity Ratio 43.3% 42.0% 1.4 pp

Net Debt/EBITDA 
(6)(7) 0.56 1.86 -1.30

9M 22/ 9M 21 
(8)
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 Q3 Q2 Q3

Million euros 2022 2022 2021

Total sales  680.4  649.8 4.7%  404.9 68.0%

EBITDA 
(1)  207.4  223.0 -7.0%  95.5 117.1%

Operating profits  165.0  183.6 -10.1%  66.1 149.6%

Financial results - 15.1 - 40.4 62.7% - 2.6 -475.4%

Net earnings  108.6  111.3 -2.4%  49.8 117.9%

Cash flow  150.9  150.7  0.2  79.3  71.7

Free Cash Flow 
(2)  148.2  97.3  50.9  61.2  87.0

Capex  30.3  19.6  10.7  19.0  11.3

Net Debt 
(3)  372.5  520.6 - 148.2  596.9 - 224.4

 0.0

EBITDA/Sales (%) 30.5% 34.3% -3.8 pp 23.6% 6.9 pp

ROS 16.0% 17.1% -1.2 pp 12.3% 3.7 pp

ROCE 
(4) 40.4% 44.5% -4.1 pp 15.8% 24.6 pp

ROE 
(5) 37.8% 40.8% -2.9 pp 19.3% 18.5 pp

Equity ratio 43.3% 40.6% 2.8 pp 42.0% 1.4 pp

Net Debt/EBITDA 
(6)(7) 0.56 0.95 -0.38 1.86 -1.30

Q3 22/Q2 22 
(8)

Q3 22/ Q3 21
 (8)

 

 
1. Operating profits + depreciation + provisions;  
2. Variation net debt + dividends + purchase of own shares 
3. Interest-bearing liabilities - liquid assets (not including effect of IFRS 16) 
4.  ROCE = Annualised operating income / Average Capital employed (N+(N-1))/2 
5. ROE = Annualised net income / Average Shareholders' Funds last -1 months  
6. (Interest-bearing liabilities - liquid assets) / EBITDA corresponding to last 12 months 
7.  Impact of IFRS 16: Net Debt / EBITDA at 30/09/2022 of 0.83; Net Debt / EBITDA at 30/09/2021: 2.02;   
8. Variation in figures not rounded up/down 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

 

Navigator recorded a turnover in the period of € 1,822.5 million, with paper sales accounting for around 

73% of the total (in line with the previous period), pulp sales 9% (vs. 10%), tissue sales 8% (vs. 9%) and 

energy sales 10% (vs. 8%).  

 

Pulp prices at historically high levels   

 

The benchmark index for hardwood pulp in Europe – PIX BHKP in euros – was up by 42% in September 

in relation to the start of the year, at 1,428 €/ton, with an increase of approximately 45% in average 

prices in the first 9 months of 2022 vs. 9 months of 2021, an all-time high level. It may also be noted that 

the increase in the pulp price was more significant in euros than in dollars, due to the strong appreciation 

of the dollar against the euro over the period. The benchmark index in China for hardwood pulp rose by 

50% from the start of the year to the end of September, to the historically high level of 862 USD/t, in line 

with the peak prices recorded in 2010. 

 

This surge in prices has continued to be driven by a severe mismatch between Supply and Demand. 

Several factors are contributing to this imbalance: in Northern Europe, the prolonged strike over the first 

four months of the year removed more than half a million tons from the pulp market; delays in the ramp-

up of pulp investments in Latin America; Russia's invasion of Ukraine and the consequent embargo on 

wood imports from Russia has drastically reduced the availability of imported birch in Northern Europe 

(this is estimated to affect around 1 million tons of annual output of birch pulp); at the same time, 

persistent logistical constraints continue to hamper the availability of market pulp. 
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In addition, pulp exports from Russia were limited by operational constraints in the country due to the 

embargo on imports of raw and subsidiary materials and of spare parts and equipment to this country. 

 

This quarter also saw unplanned shutdowns due to environmental issues (drought), fires and logistical 

problems (road and maritime transport), in particular in Indonesia and Canada, with an impact on the 

availability of pulp. 

 

At the end of the quarter, global levels of pulp stocks were balanced or low throughout the value chain 

(producers, ports and consumers), especially in the case of short fibre (hardwood).  

 

Navigator started 2022 with a relatively low level of pulp stocks. Combined with significantly increased 

incorporation of pulp into paper, this limited the amount of pulp available for sale over the period. Sales 

accordingly stood at 203 thousand tons, reflecting a reduction of 2.0% in relation to the same period in 

2021. Rising pulp prices over the past 12 months have enabled Navigator to offset the reduction in 

volumes in relation to the same period in 2021, with turnover in this business reflecting an increase of 

42.3%. 

 

 

 

Paper market dynamics constrained by reduction in available supplies  

 

Global demand for printing and writing papers fell by 1.2% (YtD August), with UWF paper recording 

growth of 0.7% and coated papers growing by 0.5%; papers produced from mechanical pulp saw demand 

fall by 8%. 

 

In Europe, apparent demand for UWF paper during the third quarter fell by 4%, leading to accumulated 

demand up to September down by 5.4% on the same period in 2021. This drop in apparent demand 

results from the calculation model (based on deliveries by producers), reflecting unsatisfied latent demand 

which could be seen in lower stock levels in the chain over the early months of the year and booming 

order books at producers.   

 

In the United States, demand for UWF paper grew over the first 8 months of 2022 by 2.7%, whilst in other 
global regions, demand dropped by 1.7%. 
 

The printing and writing papers industry is therefore enjoying unprecedented upturn in fortunes. Fears of a 

substantial downturn in UWF demand in the wake of the pandemic prompted producers in Europe and the 

US to bring forward capacity closures and reconversions, which in combination with logistical issues and 

rising energy costs severely curtailed supplies, especially in these regions. However, post-pandemic 

demand recovered more strongly than expected and so the producers not affected by those decisions are 

now operating at full capacity and with order books at all-time high levels.  

 

In Europe, we have witnessed very significant reduction in capacity (down 12% YoY, above all as the 

result of closure of a Scandinavian mill at the end of Q3 2021 and the conversion of a French mill to 

packaging in the 1st quarter of this year). We may also point to the strike in Northern Europe, which 

continued during the first sixteen weeks of 2022. In addition, the volume of imports has been pushed 

down to lower-than-normal levels by the current logistical difficulties. Therefore, if we consider the 

reduction in capacity, and consequently the reduction in output and deliveries, we estimate that, without 

these effects, apparent demand for UWF paper in Europe would have performed in line with recent past in 

the course of this year. 

 

More recently, the sharp rise in costs, and especially those for energy, which in the third quarter rose to 

all-time high levels, is forcing some companies, mainly non-integrated, to close temporarily or reduce 

operations, as they are unable to pass on the higher costs in their prices. This fact has accentuated the 

mismatch between supply and demand. 
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Paper supplies were consequently scarce in Europe over the first nine months of the year, and this was not 

limited to UWF paper. Most printing papers - where production capacity has been significantly cut in the 

past 3 years, and also as a result of the aforementioned strike - likewise experienced a shortfall in supply. 

This imbalance, combined with a sharp upturn in production costs (affecting fibre, chemicals, energy and 

packaging materials) and logistical costs (due to rising costs and scarcity of resources), helped to push up 

prices in general for all printing papers.  

 

Capacity utilisation rates rose in 2022 in relation to the previous year.  In Europe, this happened in 

practically all paper grades and in the US it was also observed across the board. In the specific case of 

uncoated woodfree paper, capacity utilisation rates were above 90%, both in Europe and the US.  

 

The benchmark index for office paper in Europe stood at 1,327 € /ton at the end of September, up by 351 

€/t (+36%) from its level at the start of the year (976 €/ton). It should be stressed that Navigator has 

once again endeavoured to implement a responsible pricing policy that nonetheless enables it to protect its 

margins, by anticipating the impacts of continued higher costs.   

 

In this context, Navigator has maintained its order book at historically high levels, reflecting the sharp 

drop in available supply in the main regions where it operates. In Europe there may be scope for further 

temporary or permanent capacity reductions in line with strategic decisions and/or due to profitability 

issues caused by the sharp increase in variable costs that hit the sector, namely via the exponential rise in 

energy costs. 

 

Navigator's UWF sales totalled 1.1 thousand tons in the first nine months, up by 4.9% YoY, reflecting 

significant efforts on the part of the Company to serve its clients' growing needs in a context of tight 

supply and severe logistical constraints. The value of sales was driven by rising prices internationally, with 

which Navigator kept pace. Sales in value were therefore up by around 65% on the same period in 2021.  

 

It may be noted that 95% of the UWF sales in tons were on foreign markets. The internal market, 

although accounting for only 5%, saw volumes sold up by 8% in relation to the same period in 2021, in 

view of the severe shortage that has been felt, although price rises have been more contained. Navigator 

also succeeded in enriching its product mix over the period, achieving record levels of sales of premium 

products and mill brands.   

 

With the growing inflow of orders and limitations on supply, combined with substantial increases in 

maritime freights, YoY price rises in markets outside Europe were around two thirds higher than those on 

European markets. At the same time, in the Iberian Peninsula, prices rose much more slowly than 

elsewhere in Europe, and Portugal today has some of the lowest paper prices in the world. 

 

From Fossil to Forest – investment in sustainability and innovation through packaging 

The Packaging sector continues to raise favourable expectations, with a growing customer base and 

recognition of the quality of our products, which will strengthen the gKraft brand. Our products are being 

used by high profile brands in sectors ranging from fashion to food retail, e-commerce, manufacturing and 

farming.  

This quarter brought a slight slowdown in demand, caused by summer seasonal factors and also a sense of 

an impending global downturn, driven by the current context of high inflation and questions about how 

economies will perform, leading to a slight drop in business. The packaging sector nonetheless achieved 

sales of more than € 70 million, to producers of bags, flexible packaging and corrugated cardboard. In this 

last segment, our focus was mainly on higher value-added niches, such as boxes for use in the food sector 

or packaging that requires better printing quality and certified food contact guarantees. In these products, 

recycled fibre is not suitable nor valued, due to food safety issues.  
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The gKraft brand continues to base its growth strategy on higher value-added products, gradually 

asserting its differentiation and sustainable claims, based largely on the raw materials (above all, in fibre 

from Eucalyptus Globulus), product design (product specifications that excel in surface characteristics, 

printing quality, lower grammage with advantages for packers and consumers and irreproachable physical 

performance in processing and end use).  

In this endeavour to meet the most stringent market requirements, Navigator is continuing with steps to 

adapt its facilities and its production development plan, expanding its ranges to include low-grammage 

products, aimed above all at flexible packaging applications for the food sector, and high-grammage 

products (solid cardboard, in particular), for production of packaging for the food, cosmetics and perfume 

sectors, and heavy-duty boxes.   

With crucial support from RAIZ, its forestry and paper research institute, Navigator is preparing in the 

upcoming quarters to start its first industrial tests on products "equipped" with what are called sustainable 

functional barriers, pursuing the goal of providing more solutions to substitute packaging made from 

fossil-sourced plastics with other more sustainable materials.   

Recognition of this endeavour has been reflected by increasingly spontaneous and growing use by 

Navigator customers of the gKraft logo, with the claim “From Fossil to Forest, by The Navigator Company”. 

In essence, this quality seal offers end consumers, who are increasingly aware of the importance of 

Sustainability, a unique assurance that the product they are using is a natural, recyclable and 

biodegradable solution, and helps to sequester carbon, produce oxygen, protect biodiversity, fertilise the 

soil and combat climate change.  

 

Tissue business continues to perform strongly  

The first nine months of 2022 were marked by inflation in the company's different cost factors (energy, 

logistics, chemicals and pulp), requiring it to implement price increases. In this difficult environment, 

Navigator raised its prices in line with the sector.  

In this business sector, Navigator has continued to adopt a prudent management of its variable and fixed 

costs in order to counteract the negative impacts of rising costs, as well as several measures to boost 

efficiency, by reducing specific electricity consumption, using enzymes and thus optimising energy 

refinery. 

The volume of tissue sales stood at approximately 77 thousand tons, down by close to 1% in relation to 

the same period in 2021. This YoY drop was due essentially to slower sales of reels to non-integrated 

producers, whilst finished products grew by 3%. Growth was supported above all by sales in the Consumer 

segment, where exports increased, but also by the Away from Home segment, with the gradual upturn in 

tourism bringing fresh energy to the Horeca channel, boosted in the summer by strong seasonal factors.  

Higher prices drove up the value of sales, which grew by approximately 35% in relation to the same period 

in the previous year, as well as a growth of circa 14% vs the last quarter and around 47% vs the third 

quarter of 2021.  

 

Power Output of 1,330 Gwh  

Since January this year, the group's renewable cogeneration plants have been selling their power output at 

market prices (OMIE). 

 

In the first nine months of this year, electricity sales totalled approximately € 195 million, representing an 

increase of 106% in relation to the same period in the previous year. A contributory factor to this 

significant increase was the price in the Iberian electricity market (OMIE), which is used as a benchmark 
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for sales and recorded an average figure of approximately 188 €/MWh.  Sale at market prices enabled 

Navigator to offset in part the higher prices paid for the component of power purchases not yet fixed, 

under a futures contract, for the period. 

 

The Group's two biomass power stations also recorded successful performance, with sales in the period of 

around € 18 million, up by 13% on the same period in the previous year. 

 

 
 

4. OPERATING DATA 

 

Pulp   

(in 000 tonnes) 9M 2021 9M 2022 9M 21/  9M 22

BEKP Output 1,074 1,146 6.8%

FOEX – BHKP Euros/tonnes 824 1,192 44.7%

FOEX – BHKP USD/tonnes 983 1,261 28.3%

 

 

Paper   

(in 000 tonnes) 9M 2021 9M 2022 9M 21/  9M 22

UWF Output 1,074 1,154 7.4%

FOEX – A4- BCopy Euros/tonnes 824 1,172 42.3%

 

 

Tissue   
(in 000 tonnes) 9M 2021 9M 2022 9M 21/  9M 22

Reels Output 83 85 2.6%

 

 

Energy 
(in GWh) 9M 2021 9M 2022 9M 21/  9M 22

Production* 1,289 1,330 3.2%
 

* net output 

 

EBITDA: Focus on operational efficiency and favourable evolution of prices offset steep 

increase in costs, resulting in EBITDA of € 552 million  

Over the period, production costs increased by more than 35% compared with the same period last year, 

penalised essentially by the rising cost of wood, because of the supply mix, and also by higher costs for 

external fibre, energy and chemicals.  

Logistical costs also worsened substantially, up by close to 43% YoY; logistical constraints are still being 

experienced and are affecting the economy. Although we are starting to see a global reduction in logistical 

freights, especially in routes from Asia to Europe, Navigator's main logistical routes continue to be affected 

by a high level of prices, namely in overland transport in Europe and on European and Mediterranean 

maritime routes. The continued squeeze on logistical resources between Portugal and the United States 

has also affected the level of prices. 

The increase of close to € 22 million in personnel costs was in line with Navigator's strong performance in 

the period, which will allow it to increase bonus payments to staff and step up the rejuvenation 

programme. Total fixed costs ended the quarter 16% higher than in the same period last year, due 
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essentially to personnel costs, for the reasons explained, and the increase in running costs involved in 

scaling up operations in the post-pandemic context, in line with expectations.  

In this environment, the favourable international situation as regards prices and the drive to improve 

productivity and efficiency allowed to offset the much higher costs for the factors of production and to 

achieve EBITDA for the period of € 552 million. The EBITDA / Sales margin was 30.3% (up +8.3 p.p. on 

the same period in 2021). To note that the net positive impact of the exchange rate on EBITDA of 

approximately € 50 million, with an average EUR/USD rate in the first nine months of 2022 of 1.06, as 

compared to 1.20 in the first nine months of 2021. 

 

Non-recurrent costs with impact of € 40 million on financial results   

Financial results stood at € -60.1 million (compared to € -12.7 million). This additional financial loss of 

close to € 47 million is essentially explained by the impact of non-recurrent items (€ 40 million), an 

increase of approximately € 6 million comparing to Q2, part of that amount previously stated under equity 

have been reclassified this quarter under income. Without these non-recurrent impacts, the negative 

financial result would have stood at € -20.2 million. 

The evolution of current financial results reflected essentially the reduction in compensatory interest (€ -

3.3 million) and net foreign exchange income (€ -2.6 million). There was however an improvement in the 

cost of financing operations (€ 0.4 million), above all in relation to interest as a result of the reduction in 

the volume of interest-bearing debt in relation to the same period in the previous year. 

 

Free Cash Flow Generation of € 332 million  

Free cash flow generation stood at € 322.4 million (up from € 182.7 million), reflecting the highly 

favourable operating environment, in particular as regards sales and prices. 

The value of working capital has held relatively steady. There was a significant increase in the value of 

inventories (via price increases) and customer accounts (in line with rapidly expanding business), but the 

tendency for growth in working capital that might follow from this was contained by pursuing a suppliers 

management policy that promotes liquidity generation. In implementing this policy, additional care was 

taken to ensure solutions are made available to support the liquidity of our partners. 

 

Net debt cut to € 372 million 

Net debt has fallen significantly in relation to year-end 2021, despite the payment of € 100 million in 

dividends during the first half. Thanks to the improvement in operational performance, the Net 

Debt/EBITDA ratio (0.6 x) is on a downwards course, further consolidating the position of financial 

strength enjoyed by the Group. 

It is worth noting that more than 90% of gross borrowing is flat rate or has a rate fixed by an interest rate 

hedge, meaning that borrowing is almost entirely immune to the upward course of interest rates. Also 

significant is the fact that close to 40% of total debt has been issued on a sustainable basis. 

 

Capex of € 65 million  

Capital expenditure over the period totalled close to € 65 million (up from € 52 million), of which close to € 

26.6 million relates to investment classified as Environmental, accounting for nearly 41% of total capex 

over the period. 
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This sum includes mostly projects aimed at maintaining production capacity, modernising plant and 

achieving efficiency gains. It also includes structural, environmental and decarbonisation projects, some of 

them launched in 2020 and in 2021, such as the new wood yard in Figueira da Foz, the new evaporation 

line in Aveiro and replacement of fuel oil boilers in Setúbal. 

Navigator's current low levels of debt mean it can now consider strategies for growth, and the Company is 

paying keen attention to opportunities to develop its business through capital projects and/or 

partnerships, in particular opportunities for debottlenecking in its traditional businesses, as well as for 

growth in the tissue, packaging and energy segments.  

 

5. COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY 

 

In the last quarter, Navigator has had its targets for cutting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions approved by 

the Science Based Targets Initiative (SBTi), an internationally recognised global organisation that assesses 

steps taken by businesses towards a low-carbon economy. 

The SBTi praised the “ambitious targets” set by the Company at the start of this year, shortly after signing 

up to the initiative, and drew attention to Navigator's contribution to achieving the goals established in the 

Paris Agreement of holding temperature increases down to no more than 1.5°C, currently the most 

ambitious classification in the organisation's approval process. 

Embracing an active role in the search for answers to the climate challenge, Navigator is committed to 

cutting greenhouse gas emissions (scopes 1 and 2, relating to emissions released into the atmosphere as 

a direct result of its operations, and also indirect emissions from the electricity purchased for the 

Company's use) by 63% in 2035, in relation to 2020.  

The Navigator Company has also made a commitment to cutting scope 3 emissions (along the value chain) 

by 37.5%, over the same period, an important step towards fighting climate change, in line with holding 

temperature increases well below 2°C. 

The Company is delighted at the approval of its climate science-based targets, which were regarded by 

SBTi as a "key element" for a decarbonisation process leading to net zero, as prescribed in the report of 

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in order to achieve net zero emissions by mid-

century.  

In contrast to most corporations signing up to the initiative, Navigator opted not to use the two-year grace 

period before submitting its plans for cutting greenhouse gas emissions on the basis of the latest climate 

science. This has once again demonstrated Navigator's clear commitment to contributing to a low-carbon 

society and to being a bioindustry on the right side of the future.  

It may be recalled that Navigator was the first Portuguese company, and one of the first in the world, to 

set the ambitious target of achieving carbon neutrality at its industrial complexes 15 years early, an 

objective to which it has allocated investment of more than 200 million euros. Some of this has already 

gone ahead with the construction of the biomass boiler at Figueira da Foz, and a further part relates to the 

application made for PRR (Recovery and Resilience Plan) funding, in the Industrial Decarbonisation 

category, which will allow it to achieve by the end of 2026 the targets initially proposed in the 

Decarbonisation Roadmap for the end of 2029. 

Navigator's capital expenditure plan is also largely geared to the imperative of honouring its commitments 

in the 2030 Agenda, with the projects included in the Decarbonisation Roadmap taking pride of place. 

With a corporate purpose and 2030 Responsible Management Agenda aligned with the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals, Navigator's strategy is based on heavy investment in developing 

sustainable bioproducts, reducing dependence on fossil resources and working towards decarbonisation of 

the economy. 
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Set up in 2015, the Science Based Targets initiative is a global organisation bringing together the CDP 

(Disclosure Insight Action), the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), the World Resources Institute 

(WRI) and the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) in efforts to mobilise the private sector to take the lead 

in urgent action to tackle climate change. In order to achieve this, it has developed approaches for 

calculating GHG reduction targets on the basis of scientific data, known as science based targets. 

 

6. OUTLOOK 

 

The current geopolitical situation, marked by the continuing war in Ukraine and sanctions against Russia, 

means that the market continues to present a highly complex situation for industrial and logistical 

operations. 

It is currently difficult to see far ahead and strong inflationary pressure combined with rapidly rising 

interest rates may also result in a global economic slowdown, and consequently bring adverse effects 

across the industry, and inevitably in the sector where Navigator operates. The effectiveness of the 

economic policy response in Europe to the energy issue and the flexibility of Central Banks in adapting 

their policies to the demands of normalising the money markets, as well as evolving geopolitical risks, will 

all be crucial in determining how the situation develops.  

Possible energy supply risks, as well as recurrent shortfalls in supplies of raw and subsidiary materials or 

logistical resources, are expected to put continued pressure on margins, especially those of non-integrated 

paper producers, and to create difficulties for the smooth running of industrial and transport operations in 

Europe. 

Current market circumstances could lead to further temporary or permanent capacity reductions in 

Europe, in line with strategy decisions and/or due to profitability issues, as a response to the sharp 

increase in variable costs. 

The magnitude and duration of the energy shock and growing inflationary pressures could lead to further 

price increases. There is the risk that the high level of paper prices in Europe, combined with lower 

logistical costs, could make paper imports profitable, in particular from Asian or American players, thereby 

putting pressure on paper prices in Europe. There has already been a gradual upturn in the activity of 

Asian players in the markets where Navigator operates, with an aggressive price policy, especially in the 

Middle East and Northern Africa. Even so, the European industry starts the fourth quarter with high order 

book levels and with paper relatively scarce in Europe. 

Rising costs remain one of Navigator's prime concerns. There is a continued focus on protecting its 

margins, without compromising the buying power of consumers. This is a tricky balancing act, to which 

Navigator is paying constant attention. 

Navigator remains focused on operational efficiency, managing its fixed and variable costs across its 

ventures, and also on building up productivity and energy efficiency, ensuing the sustainability of its 

operations.  

The Group is pressing ahead with an ambitious plan for product diversification and development, especially 

in the Tissue and Packaging segments.  

The current situation is undoubtedly challenging, and the impossibility of seeing far into the geopolitical 

and macroeconomic future will require a constant process of adapting to a changing scenario. The rapid 

action taken by the Company in the first nine months of the year - carefully managing and planning 

production of all products, successfully implementing its commercial strategies and focusing on industrial 

efficiency programmes - has again highlighted the resilience of Navigator's business model.   
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Lisbon, 25 October 2022 

 

Conference call and Webcast 

Date: 28 October 2022 

Service times: 15:30 (Western European Time) 

Dial-in for participants: 

Portugal: +351 308 806 432 

Spain:(local) 919 01 16 44 

United Kingdom (local): 020 3936 2999. 

United States:(local) 1 646 664 1960 

All other locations: +44 20 3936 2999 
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7. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

 

 
The Navigator Company, S.A.

Consolidated Income Statement

on September 30th 2022 and 2021

 Amounts in Euro 
9 months

30-09-2022

9 months

30-09-2021

Revenue 1,822,465,859        1,119,683,196        

Other operating income 34,290,611             23,770,793             

Changes in the fair value of biological assets (23,251,074) (6,353,852)             

Costs of goods sold and materials consumed (695,349,144) (449,564,880)          

Variation in production 66,702,545 11,322,299             

External services and supplies (463,295,152) (313,526,432)          

Payroll costs (132,541,368) (109,299,163)          

Other operating expenses (57,079,712) (30,032,065)            

Net provisions 2,509,125 144,318                 

Depreciation, amortisation and impairment losses in non-financial 

assets (116,503,092) (89,367,807)            

 Operating results 437,948,599           156,776,407           

Financial income 604,266  7 166 720 

Financial expenses (60,728,814) (19 907 263)

 Net financial results (60,124,548)           (12,740,543)           

Gains/(losses) of associates and joint ventures - -

 Profit before tax 377,824,051           144,035,864           

- -

Income tax (107,354,871) (29 781 060)

 Net profit for the period 270,469,179           114,254,804           

Attributable to Navigator Company's Shareholders 270,480,922 114,244,356

Attributable to non-controlling interests (11,743) 10,448  
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The Navigator Company, S.A.

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position

on 30 June 2022 and 31 December 2021

 Amounts in Euro 30/09/2022 31/12/2021

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Goodwill 377,339,466 377,339,466

Intangible assets 44,813,397 24,752,529

Property, plant and equipment 1,095,093,644 1,145,244,507

Right-of-use assets 55,319,905 51,192,959

Biological assets 124,072,986 147,324,061

Investment properties 91,354 92,589

Receivables and other non-current assets 10,008,018 8,604,547

Deferred tax assets 25,447,052 28,037,408

1,732,185,824      1,782,588,066        

Current assets

Inventories 275,479,013 186,550,658

Receivables and other current assets 524,378,123 317,882,760

Income tax 12,437,934 1,118,815

Cash and cash equivalents 360,633,555 239,171,252

1,172,928,626      744,723,485           

 Total assets 2,905,114,450      2,527,311,551        

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Capital and Reserves

Share capital 500,000,000 500,000,000

Treasury shares - -

Currency translation reserve 13,574,601 (24,346,001)

Fair value reserves 9,414,882 (5,604,076)

Legal reserve 100,000,000 100,000,000

Other reserves 121,836,100 121,836,100

Retained earnings 236,367,233 231,525,876

Net profit for the period 270,480,922 171,411,455

Anticipated Dividends - (49,996,170)

 Equity attributable to Navigator Company's 

Shareholders 1,251,673,739      1,044,827,184        

Non-controlling interests 275,482 286,896

 Total Equity 1,251,949,221      1,045,114,080        

Non-current liabilities

Interest-bearing liabilities 660,814,855 714,625,892

Lease liabilities 52,811,064 47,417,092

Pensios and other post-employment benefits 17,487,276 5,674,918

Deferred tax liabilities 87,336,899 92,528,775

Provisions 24,296,188 26,752,081

Payables and other current liabilities 39,126,225 37,014,427

881,872,508         924,013,185           

Current liabilities

Interest-bearing liabilities 72,294,836 119,318,157

Lease liabilities 5,919,868 5,823,833

Payables and other current liabilities 558,307,468 393,161,894

Income tax 134,770,550 39,880,402

771,292,722         558,184,286           

 Total Liabilities 1,653,165,229      1,482,197,471        

 Total Equity and Liabilities 2,905,114,450      2,527,311,551         


